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HP235 HAND PUMP 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS. 

 
 

WARNING. Hi-Force hydraulic equipment operates at very high pressure!     
Careful attention to the following safety precautions will help prevent personal injury.   

 
GENERAL 
 
1.  All equipment used must be rated for the same operating pressure i.e. 700 bar   (10,000 psi). DO 

NOT mix high and low pressure components. If in doubt, contact your local Hi-Force Distributor. 
 
2.  Ensure that the pump has sufficient oil capacity to operate the cylinder(s) being used. 
 
3.  DO NOT exceed the rated pressure of the pump or rated capacity of the cylinder. Never tamper 

with the internal safety relief valve of the pump. 
 
4.  Whenever possible use a pressure gauge in the system to prevent overloading.  Use a calibrated 

gauge to standard BS 1780 : 1985 
 
5.  ONLY use hoses in good condition that have a safety factor on burst pressure of 4:1 and are fitted 

with strain relievers at each end. 
 
TEST, EXAMINATION AND SERVICE. 
 
1.  Visually inspect all equipment before use for signs of damage or wear and tear. Any defective or 

suspect equipment should be repaired or replaced immediately. 
 
2.  All high-pressure hydraulic equipment should be thoroughly examined and proof tested by a 

competent engineer at least once a year - more frequently for heavy use. 
 
3.  Ask your Hi-Force distributor about the full Hi-Force Repair facilities and the Hi-Force Test and 

Examination Service - available for all makes of high-pressure hydraulic equipment. 
 
VALVES 
 
1. The HP235 hand pump may be fitted directly with 2-way, 3-way or 4-way valves or it can be used 

with a manifold plate and remote mounted valves. Please refer to the operating instructions 
supplied with the valves to be used. 

 
HOSE CONNECTION. 
 
1.  Hose connections must be properly tightened using a quality pipe thread sealant or 1-2 turns of 

Teflon tape taking care NOT to allow loose ends of the tape to enter the hydraulic system. DO 
NOT over tighten connections - it can cause premature failure or rupture of fittings at below rated 
capacity. 
 

2.  Connect the male couplers on the hose ends to the female couplers on the cylinder. Ensure that 
both halves of the coupler are completely clean so that no dirt can enter the system. Fully tighten 
the two halves of the coupler by hand only – do not use tools. 
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DESCRIPTION 
 
1. The HP235 hand pump is a two-speed hand pump, which provides a high flow at low pressure for 

rapid cylinder advance to load, then an automatic changeover to high-pressure mode. 
 

2. The pump is fitted with an internal pressure relief valve factory set at 700 bar. 
 

3. The oil standard oil reservoir provides a useable volume of 10 litres. 
 
 
OPERATION 
 
1. Connect the pump to the cylinder(s) and valves. 

 
2. Operate the valve to enable the cylinder(s) to be advanced. 

 
3. Operate the pump handle using a smooth steady action. Rapid jerky action of the handle will 

result in premature changeover to the high-pressure mode and slow cylinder advance. 
 

4. Once the cylinder comes into contact with the load continue pumping and the pump will 
automatically switch to the high pressure. 
 

5. To retract the cylinder, operate the valve as appropriate to return oil to the reservoir. 
 
 
 
 


